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Abstract: Wireless Sensor Networks are networks consisting of nodes with sensors to monitor physical or
environmental conditions. Security is critical for sensor network due to the limited resource constraints nature
of sensor nodes. Security can be provided in various ways such as in key generation, distribution, storage etc.
Securing data and communications requires suitable encryption key protocols. In this paper, we propose
Effective Key Management t(EKM) protocol for secure communication. The EKM protocol supports and
minimizes the impact of a node compromise on the security of other communication links. A security analysis
of our scheme shows that our protocol is effective in defending against various attacks.
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INTRODUCTION people and the environment, but also to actuate on their

Traditional  methods using a filing a cabinet or such a revolution in computing puts security solutions to
manual administration were implemented to protect the a great test. Wireless sensor networks are clearly a very
information from outsiders. But nowadays all the challenging environment for applying security services.
documents are in electronic form. With the introduction of They differ in many aspects from traditional fixed,
the computer, the need for automated tools for protecting networks and standard cryptographic solutions cannot be
files and other information stored on the computer became used in this application space. Looking at existing
evident. Most initial computer application had no security mechanisms for WSNs, we can see that they are
security. This continued for a number of years until the still in their early stages and the level of security provided
importance of   data  was  truly  realized.  When  computer is not satisfactory for many applications. Despite many
application were developed to handle financial and research efforts, the problems of key management and
personal data, the real need for security rise. To protect authentication are still open and require new
data to thwart attackers, the collection of tools were cryptographic solutions. These new protocol have to take
designed to provide computer security. The security are advantage of specific sensor network features and to meet
needed to protect the data during their transmission is the strict limitations of WSN hardware platforms.
termed as Network Security. Security in sensor network is Since sensor nodes are scattered in rough
a work to protect the data as well as the communication environment, it is difficult to know where sensor nodes
links should also be secured. Sensor networks are easier can be easily exposed to an adversary. It makes a sensor
to attack and harder to protect than other types of node unable to trust any nodes easily. Finally, Wireless
networks. sensor networks are considered so large that key

In many cases, sensor networks are deployed in management must support node addition without any
open, unattended areas that anyone can access. The centralized controller. The most important thing in
wireless nature of communication between the sensor security  is  to  share  the keys among the nodes of
nodes makes it easy to eavesdrop, intercept and inject wireless sensor networks because an adversary can
bogus information into an unprotected network. The overhear  communication  among  the  nodes   and  there
security problem becomes even more crucial when we is no centralized controller responsible for secure
allow wireless sensors not only to gather data about communication. Many key schemes have been studied in

own, based on their sensor readings. It is obvious that
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[1]. When designing a key management scheme for WSN less hybrid sign encryption scheme (CL-HSC) proposed
designers should take the following five major resource by us in an earlier work [5]. Due to the properties of CL-
constraints of sensor nodes into consideration (1) limited HSC, the pair wise key of CL-EKM can be efficiently
energy (2) limited memory (3) limited power (4) limited shared between two nodes without requiring taxing
communication bandwidth (5) limited communication pairing operations and the exchange of certificates. To
range. support node mobility, our EKM also supports

To address security, encryption key management lightweight processes for cluster key updates executed
protocols for WSNs have been proposed in the past when a node moves and key revocation is executed when
based on symmetric key encryption. Such type of a node is detected as malicious or leaves the cluster
encryption is well-suited for sensor nodes because of permanently. EKM is scalable in case of additions of new
their limited energy and processing capability. However, nodes after network deployment. EKM is secure against
it suffers from high communication overhead and requires node compromise, cloning and impersonation and ensures
large memory space to store shared pair wise keys forward and backward secrecy. The security analysis of
However, recent improvements in the implementation of our scheme shows its effectiveness.
ECC[2] have demonstrated the feasibility of applying PKC
to WSNs. For instance, the implementation of 160-bit ECC Network Entities: We assume that the functionality of
on an Atmel AT-mega 128, which has an 8-bit 8 MHz CPU, various nodes in the network as shown in fig 1.
shows that an ECC point multiplication takes less than
one second. Moreover, PKC is more resilient to node Sensor  Nodes:  Each  sensor node is assigned a unique
compromise attacks. ID  number  by  the  base  station  and a  main  key  before

However, we found the security weaknesses of it  is deployed.  Sensor  nodes  communicate  with the
existing ECC-based schemes that these approaches are base station using the key encrypted data. Node ID
vulnerable to message forgery, key compromise and number is saved in the base station. A base station in the
known-key attacks. Also, we analyzed the critical security network is allocated with an initial key (Ks) when the
flaws of that the static private key is exposed to the other sensor nodes are first clustered. The key is erased from
when both nodes establish the session key. Moreover, memory after the clustering is completed. The sensor
these ECC-based schemes with certificates when directly node has the key.
applied to dynamic WSNs, suffer from the certificate
management overhead of all the sensor nodes and so are Cluster Head: A cluster head is a sensor node with better
not a practical application for large scale WSNs. The resources and may be used to collect and merge local
pairing operation based ID-PKC[3] schemes are inefficient traffic and send it to the base station. During the network
due to the computational overhead for pairing operations. operation, the cluster head is responsible for the

To the best of our knowledge, efficient and secure integration of all cluster node data and transmitting the
key management schemes or dynamic WSNs have not yet data to the base station. The communication between the
been proposed. In this paper, we present a effective key cluster head and cluster members uses authentication key
management (EKM) scheme for dynamic WSNs. In Kcfor encryption.
certificate less public key cryptography (CL-PKC) [4], the
user’s full private key is a combination of a partial private Clusters: A cluster is composed of a cluster head and
key generated by a key generation center (KGC) and the node members. Each cluster has a unique cluster ID
user’s own secret value. The special organization of the number and a cluster key Kc.
full private/public key pair removes the need for
certificates and also resolves the key escrow problem by Base Stations: A base station is typically a gateway to
removing the responsibility for the user’s full private key. another network, a powerful data processing/storage
We also take the benefit of ECC keys defined on an center, or an access point for human interface. Base
additive group with a 160- bit length as secure as the RSA stations collect sensor readings, perform costly
keys with 1024-bit length. operations.On behalf of sensor nodes, it manages the

In order to dynamically provide both node network. In some applications, base stations are assumed
authentication and establish a pair wise key between to be trusted and tamper-resistant. Thus, they are used as
nodes, we build EKM by utilizing a pairing-free certificate key distribution centers
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Fig. 1.1: Wireless Sensor Network decryption or digital signing based on CL-PKC can be

Related Work: Symmetric key schemes are not viable for Chatterjee et al. [12] have proposed ID- PKC based key
mobile sensor nodes and thus past approaches have management schemes supporting the mobility of  nodes
focused only on static WSNs. Asymmetric key in dynamic WSNs which removes the certificate
management schemes are viable for WSN.A few management overhead. However, their schemes require
approaches have been proposed for WSN and was expensive pairing operations. Although many approaches
reviewed.  WSNs  are  dynamic in the sense that they that enable pairing operations for sensor nodes have been
allow addition and deletion of sensor nodes after proposed, the computational cost required for pairing is
deployment  to  grow  the   network   or   replace  failing still considerably higher than standard operations such as
and  unreliable  nodes.  WSNs  may  be deployed in ECC point multiplication.
hostile areas where communication is monitored and
nodes are subject to capture and surreptitious use by an Network and Adversary Models
adversary. Hence WSNs require cryptographic protection Network Model: The network consists of a number of
of communications, sensor-capture detection, key stationary or mobile sensor nodes and a BS that manages
revocation and sensor disabling. the network and collects data from the sensors. We

Eschenauer [6] proposed a scheme designed to consider  a   heterogeneous  wireless  sensor  network
satisfy both operational and security requirements of (Fig. 1). Sensor nodes can be of two types:(i) nodes with
DSNs. The scheme includes selective distribution and high processing capabilities referred to as CH- cluster
revocation of keys to sensor nodes as well as node re- head and (ii) nodes with low processing capabilities,
keying without substantial computation and referred to as M- sensors. We assume to have N nodes in
communication capabilities. It relies on probabilistic key the network with a number N1 of CH-sensors and a
sharing among the nodes of a random graph and uses number N2 of M-sensors, where N = N1 + N2 andN1, N2.
simple protocols for shared-key discovery and path- key Nodes may join and leave the network and thus the
establishment and for key revocation, re-keying and network size may dynamically change. They are
incremental addition of nodes. Ibriq, J. and Mahgoub [7] connected to the BS directly or by a multi-hop path
proposed asheme uses a partial key escrow scheme that through other CH-sensors. CH-sensors and M-sensors
enables any sensor node selected as a cluster head to can be stationary or mobile. After the network
generate all the cryptographic keys needed to deployment, each CH-sensor forms a cluster by
authenticate other sensors within its cluster. This scheme discovering the neighboring M-sensors through beacon
localizes authentication and key distribution, thereby message exchanges. The M-sensors can join a cluster,
reducing the communication cost with the base station. move to other clusters and also re-join the previous

The authors [8] propose a dynamic key management clusters. To maintain the updated list of neighbors and
framework based on elliptical curve cryptography and connectivity, the nodes in a cluster periodically exchange
sign encryption method for heterogeneous WSNs. The very lightweight beacon messages.
proposed scheme has network scalability and sensor A NAT table is updated in the Base station(BS) The
node (SN) mobility especially in liquid environments. CH-sensors report any changes in their clusters to the BS,

A resource-efficient key management protocol is The BS creates a list of legitimate nodes, M and updates
essential for security-sensitive applications in wireless the status of the nodes when an anomaly node or node
sensor networks (WSN) [9]. A two-layered dynamic key failure is detected. The BS assigns each node a unique

management (TDKM) approach for cluster-based WSN
(CWSN) is proposed. Both pair-wise key and group key
are distributed in three rounds for key material exchange
without encryption/decryption and exponentiation
operations in TDKM. S. Seo and E. Bertino [10] CL-PKC
is able to overcome the key escrow problem because the
KGC is unable to access the user's secret value. Only
when a valid user holds both the partial private key and
the secret value, the cryptographic operations such as

performed. Most recently, Rahman et al. [11] and
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identifier. A M-sensor Mi is uniquely identified by node
ID Mi whereas a CH-sensor CHjis assigned a node ID
CHj.

A Key Generation Center (KGC), hosted at the BS,
generates public system parameters used for key
management by the BS and issues certificate less
public/private key pairs for each node in the network. In
our key management system, a unique individual key,
shared only between the node and the BS is assigned to
each node. The certificate less public/private key of a
node is used to establish pair wise keys between any two
nodes. A cluster key is shared among the nodes in a
cluster.

Node Allocation Table (NAT): Typical protocols include
the logic level binary tree (LKH) protocol, introduced by
Waller et al. This protocol is simple and flexible in
management and each group member node only needs to
keep log2 (N) (N: number of members nodes in the group)
keys to update key group, but the group needs to keep
2log2 N-1 keys. When a group has a large number of
members, the required storage space is very big. The NAT
group key algorithm is introduced to address this issue.
Node allocation table (NAT) provides a framework for
scalable and efficient key management. With this new key
management scheme, [13] the storage efficiency is nearly
doubled compared with LKH. In this protocol the base
station will generate a NAT structure. According to the
cluster head selection algorithm a node broadcast the
Hello packets and the neighbors acknowledge it which
one is included into that cluster.using the information the
base station generate the structure which is scalable.In
the table T1,T2… are cluster heads and M1,M2,.. are
sensor.T1 has received the acknowledgement from
M2,M3,M4,M5,M6,.T2 has received the
acknowledgement from M2, M3, M4, M5, M6. Thus the
information are gathered in the table by the base
station.NAT structure has a Key. In each Cluster Head
the node is assigned with a weight (W1) depending upon
the request /receive message to/ from the nodes. For a
message the energy needed is calculated and which in
turn calculate the energy consumed by the node.
According to the energy spend the weight will be
incremented in each node. The energy spend can be
calculated by number of messages send and received. The
Node which has the lowest weight will be selected as CH
after a time interval. The old CH broadcast all the details
to the New CH. The base station updates the NAT
table.Thus the energy are saved in the node

CH/M  M1  M2  M3  …..  Mn
CH1  w1  w2
CH2  w3 ….
CH3
… … … … … …
CHn

Fig. 1.2: Node Allocation Table

Adversary    Model      and      Security    Requirements:
We assume that the adversary can mount a physical
attack on a sensor node after the node is deployed and
retrieve secret information and data stored in the node.
The adversary can also populate the network with the
clones of the captured node Even without capturing a
node, an adversary can conduct an impersonation attack
by injecting an illegitimate node, which attempts to
impersonate a legitimate node. Adversaries can conduct
passive attacks, such as, eavesdropping, replay attack,
etc to compromise data confidentiality and integrity.
Specific to our proposed key management scheme, the
adversary can perform a known-key attack to learn pair
wise master keys if it somehow learns the short-term keys,
e.g., pair wise encryption keys. As described in [13], in
order to provide a secure key management scheme for
WSNs supporting mobile nodes, the following security
properties are critical:

Compromise-Resilience: A compromised node must not
affect the security of the keys of other legitimate nodes.
In other words, the compromised node must not be able
to reveal pair wise keys of non-compromised nodes. The
compromise- resilience definition does not mean that
anode is resilient against capture attacks or that a
captured node is prevented from sending false data to
other nodes, BS, or cluster heads.

Resistance   Against   Cloning  and  Impersonation:
These scheme must support node authentication to
protect against node replication and impersonation
attacks.

Forward and Backward Secrecy: The scheme must assure
forward secrecy to prevent a node from using an old key
to continue decrypting new messages. It must also assure
backward secrecy to prevent a node with the new key
from going backwards in time to decrypt previously
exchanged messages encrypted with prior keys. Forward
and backward secrecy are used to protect against node
capture attacks.
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Resilience Against Known-Key Attack: The scheme must EKM Protocol: Key agreement in Wireless Sensor
be secure against the known-key attack. Networks is nontrivial. To achieve security in wireless

Security Analysis: This scheme  (CL-EKM)  that various cryptographic operations, including encryption,
supports the establishment of four types of keys, namely: authentication and so on. Keys for these cryptographic
a certificate less public/private key pair, an individual key, operations must be set up by communicating nodes
a pair wise key and a cluster key. This scheme also utilizes before they can exchange information securely. Key
the main algorithms of the CL-HSC scheme [14] in deriving management schemes are mechanisms used to establish
certificate less public/private keys and pair wise keys. The and distribute  various  kinds  of cryptographic keys in
purpose of these keys and how they are setup. the  network, such  as  individual  keys,  pair  wise  keys

Types of Keys cryptographic primitive upon which other security
Certificate less Public/Private Key: Before a node is primitives are built. Most security requirements, such as
deployed, the KGC at the BS generates a unique privacy, authenticity and integrity, can be addressed by
certificate less private/public key pair and installs the keys building on a solid key management framework. In fact, a
in the node. This key pair is used to generate a mutually secure key management scheme is the prerequisite for the
authenticated pair wise key. security of these networks and thus essential to achieve

Individual Node Key: Each node shares a unique of designing key management protocols for sensor
individual key with BS. For example, a M-sensor can use networks lies in establishing a secure communication
the individual key to encrypt an alert message sent to the infrastructure; some cryptographic information (e.g., a
BS, or if it fails to communicate with the H-sensor. An CH- key) is normally preloaded in sensor nodes before
sensor can use its individual key to encrypt the message deployment and allows sensor nodes to perform secure
corresponding to changes in the cluster. The BS can also communications with each other using algorithms.
use this key to encrypt any sensitive data, such as Most schemes do not assume prior knowledge of the
compromised node information or commands. Before a network deployment topology and allow nodes to be
node is deployed, the BS assigns the node the individual added to the network after deployment. The schemes
key. must have low computational and low storage

Pair  Wise  Key: Each node shares a different pair wise schemes: trusted server, self- enforcing, key pre
key with each of its neighboring nodes for secure distribution and public key cryptography. When
communications  and  authentication  of   these  nodes. designing a key management scheme for WSNs,
For  example,  in  order to join a cluster, a M-sensor designers should take the following five major resource
should  share  a  pair  wise  key  with  the  CH-  sensor. constraints of sensor nodes into consideration: (1) limited
Then,  the CH-sensor  can  securely encrypt and energy, (2) limited memory, (3) Limited computing
distribute its  cluster  key  to  the  M-sensor  by  using power,(4) limited communication bandwidth, (5) limited
the  pair  wise  key.  In  an  aggregation  supportive  WSN, communication range. The key management includes key
the M-sensor can use its pair wise key to securely generation, key distribution and key storage. The
transmit the sensed data to the CH-sensor. Each node can enhanced key management in this version can perfectly
dynamically establish the pair wise key between itself and eliminate the impacts of node compromise attacks on links
another node using their respective certificate less between non-compromised nodes which most existing key
public/private key pairs. management schemes have faced. In our paper we have

Cluster Key: All nodes in a cluster share a key, named as protocol)The Protocol consists of seven phases. they are
cluster key. The cluster key is mainly used for securing system setup, pair wise key generation, cluster formation,
broadcast messages in a cluster, e.g., sensitive commands key update, node movement, key revocation and addition
or the change of member status in a cluster. Only the of a new node. In proposed system we introduced the
cluster head can update the cluster key when a M-sensor NAT table, when nodes leaves or joins in the cluster
leaves or joins the cluster. updated in NAT table. In the table the each node who

sensor networks, it is important to be able to perform

and group keys. Key management is an essential

secure infrastructure in Sensor Networks. The challenge

requirements. There are four types of key management

proposed effective key management protocol.(EKM
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joins and leaves automatically updates continuously If the node deployed, each CH-sensor discovers
when they change. The phases of protocol are:

System Setup: Before the network deployment, the BS
generates system parameters and registers the node by
including it in a member list M. which is defined as Node
Allocation Table (NAT).The BS assigns a unique
identifier, denoted by Mi, to each -sensor and a unique
identifier, denoted by CHj, to each cluster head,
where 1=i=N1,1=j=N2, N= N1+ N2

During initialization, each node choose a secret value.
Rli=rLiP dLi=rLi+x.h0(Li,RLi,PLi)modq

HMAC(x,Li)Li=

denoted by Li=unique identifier of an node. 
denoted by K =individual key of Li.0

Li

Pairwise Key Generation: After the network deployment,
a node broadcast an advertisement message to its
neighborhood that contains identifier and public key. In
this two establishments, they are Pair wise Master Key
and Pair wise Encryption Key. 

Cluster Formation: Initially unique IDs are assigned to
each node. Node with higher ID than its uncovered
neighbors declares itself as cluster head. Cluster head
nominated nodes then communicated with each other.
Node that can communicate with two or more cluster
heads may become gateway.

Gateway:  Node that aid in passing traffic from one cluster
to other.

Uncovered Neighbors: Node that have not been already
claimed by another cluster head.

Fig.1,3 cluster formation

neighboring sensor through beacon message exchanges
and proceeds to authenticate them. If it is authenticated
then CH-sensor shares common cluster key and also
establish pair wise key with member of cluster.The cluster
formation process:

Node Discovery and Authentication: Multiple
advertisement messages if it is within range of more than
CH-sensor. Additionally n can record CH-sensorLi

advertisements as backup cluster head.

Cluster Key Generation:

Follows G=HMAC(x H )j, j

G=Cluster key shared among the nodes HMAC=message
authentication code

Membership Validation: After discovering all neighbor
node in the cluster it computes and transmits to BS.

After receiving message from CHj, the BS checks
validity of nodes listed in the member list. Other than BS
rejects the member list and investigate the identifies of
invalid nodes.

Key Update: To protect against cryptanalysis and mitigate
damage from compromised keys, continuous encryption
keys are required. In the section we provide two
operations:

Pair wise Key Update: Pair wise master key does not need
periodic updates, the master key is modified or need to be
updated according to policy of BS.

Cluster Key Update: Only CH-sensor can update their
cluster key. If sensor attempts to change the cluster key
then node is consider as malicious node.

Node Movement: When a node between clusters, the CH-
sensors must properly manage the cluster keys to ensure
the forward/backward secrecy.

Node Leave: A node may leave a cluster due to node
failure or location change. Here proactive and reactive
ways for CH to detect when node leaves the cluster.

Node Join: Once moving node leaves the cluster it joins
to other cluster and returns to previous cluster after
sometimes.(i)Join a New Cluster (ii)Return to the Previous
Cluster.
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Key Revocation: BS have an intrusion detection system or STEP 6: In cluster formation for node discovery nHj
mechanism to detect malicious node. In this procedure, we broadcasts an advertisement message containing Hj and
provide key revocation to be used when BS discovers a PkHj.
compromised node or compromised CH.

Compromised Node: BS generates a Comp Node message
and Ek. Then it sends Comp Node to all nHj. After CH- STEP 8: nHj chooses Xj  Z *q and computes a new
sensor decrypt the message, update the revocation list. cluster key.

Compromised Cluster Head: After each nodes attempt to STEP 9: After the base station generates a Comp Header
find other neighboring CH and perform the join other message and a EK Li, it sends the message to all nLi in
cluster head. If some unable to find another CH, it must the jth cluster.
notify the BS. It proceeds to find nearest cluster head.

Addition of a New Node: Before adding a new node into an message they will transmit a response message to
existing networks, BS must ensure node is not nLn+1.nLn+1 must choose one cluster head sensor for a
compromised. The new node establish full private/public valid registration.
key. If multiple CH- sensors receives node1’s message
they will transmit a response message to node1.node1  ALGORITHM 2:
must choose one CH- sensor for a valid registration.

ALOGORITHM: 1

STEP 1: BS generates system parameters
Choose a k-bit prime q. STEP 3: Select e; such that, e is relatively prime to  and
Determine the tuple {Fq,E/Fq,Gq,P}. e < , gcd (e, ) = 1
Choose the master private key X ?R z *q and
compute the system public key Pbub=xP. STEP 4: Select d; such that, d.e mod  = 1 or e =  1  mod
Choosecryptographichashfunction  6.
{h0,h1,h2,h3}.

STEP 2: The BS assign a unique identifier denoted by Li
to each sensor nLi and a unique identifier denoted by Hj STEP 6: e = pe mod n p = cd mod n V11.
to each cluster head sensor nHj. EXPERIMENTAL

STEP 3: For establishing a pair wise master key between RESULTS
any two nodes nA and nB with unique IDs A and B
respectively. The results of node registration, secure hash, cluster

STEP 4: The encapsulated key information, A=(UA,WA).
Choose IA R Z*q and compute UA=IAP. 

ComputeTA=L.h0(B,RB,PB)P pub +LA.RB mod q 
KAB=h1(UA,TA,LA.PB,B,PB)

Output KAB and A=(UA,WA).

STEP 5: nA sends A,PkA,and ?A to nB.nB then performs
decapculation to obtain KAB.

Output KAB=h1(UA,TA,xB.UA,B,PB) Fig. 1.4: Node registration

STEP 7: For cluster key generation GKj=HMAC(xj,hj).

STEP 10: If multiple cluster head sensors receive nLn+1’s

 STEP 1:Select two very large prime numbers n = p.q

STEP 2:  = (p - 1).(q - 1)

STEP 5:Public key: {e, n} Private key: {d, n}

formation are shown in screen shots.
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Fig. 1.5: Secure Hash generation 6. Eschenauer, L. and V.D. Gligor, 2002. A key-

Fig. 1.6: Cluster formation 8. Chuang,  I.H.,  W.T.  Su,  C.Y.  Wu,  J.P.  Hsu  and

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS management in mobile and long-lived clusterbased

In this paper, we proposed the key management pp: 4145-4150.
protocol for secure communication in WSNs. EKM 9. Lin SHEN and Xiangquan SHI, 2008. A Dynamic
protocol supports efficient communication for key Cluster-based  Key  Management  Protocol in
updates and management when a node leaves or joins a Wireless Sensor Networks, International Journal of
cluster and also ensures key secrecy. Our scheme is Intelligent Control And Systems, 13(2): 146-151.
resilient against node compromise, various attacks and 10. Seo,  S.H.,  J. Won  and  E.  Bertino,  2014.  POSTER:
protects the data confidentiality and integrity. As future A  pairing-free   certificateless   hybridsign-
work, we plan to formulate the proposed scheme for cryptionscheme for dvanced metering infrastructures,
dynamic WSN, based on nodes in motion parameters. in Proc. 4th ACM CODASPY, pp: 143-146.
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